Youth Violence

Violence has affected my life cause sense I was 10 years old. My mother and father had been fighting nd they never got along more than I know of sense this began into a middle hate than turn into my mother and father end up them fist fighting on long as my bed and than they never talking around sense this happening I never see my father not that much, then it became my brother to end up smoking and the violence end up being in drugs in which also when I get mad or get loud that's how my family talks we talk loud that how my family react for me in my life you can say sense my parents fight a lot that we are not a whole family. Cause to my mother and my father was a man that would say that he"ll be like the dad that will get the bread and never come back sense all this violence in my life. Everyday says that I am goofy but for my life experience it's better to be goofy than to be sad all the time for me. This is my first time ever tell someone this. But for me how everything that happen I try to keep everytime positive even if it is bad.

1. The media
2. Substance abuse
3. Gangs
4. Unemployment
5. Weapons
6. Poverty
7. Peer pressure
8. Broken homes
9. Poor family environment/bad neighborhoods
10. Intolerance / ignorance

Substance abuse, also know as drug abuse, is a patterned use of a substance (drug) in which the user consumers the substance in amounts. Showing how much kids end up going down that road and something pressured in to it or background from there parents. Gangs is what most of teenagers getting into think that killed people and trying not to get killed. Unemployment is not really no-one fault but when anytime a working hard parent got fired some kids think that they can work by selling drugs. So they can make money. Weapon are carries cause some kid think someone will try to jump them. But for me I think we one will jump you in less you did something to them.

Thing I can do about violence is what people are already doing by going around to school and talking to the kids like for example city year, Celtics READ TO ACHIEVE. Like grow ups that went down the wrong road and came back and now going the right way. And tell the person mistakes, to you so hey could stop the thing you're about to do. You need to put yourself out there if you want to be heard, you Must be the change you want to see in he world. So you can start a club or something. Then you can make change show that it is more things to do then drugs weapons and gangs.